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INTEREST OF THE AMICUS CURIAE1
Amicus curiae Apple Inc. (“Apple”) is widely considered to be the country’s leading innovator in its
field. Since 1976, Apple has made its name by designing, developing, and selling cutting-edge consumer electronics, including mobile communication
devices, media players, personal computers, and related software and services. Apple products such as
the iPhone and the iPad have, in recent years, revolutionized the portable consumer electronics industry. Of course, developing and designing these
products has required substantial research, time,
and energy. Apple has protected that work with
thousands of U.S. patents.
Apple’s success sometimes leads it to the courtroom to litigate patent disputes. Apple has seen these disputes from both sides—one day taking on a
copycat and the next defending itself against a patent holder alleging infringement. Apple therefore
has a strong interest in the U.S. patent system and
the balance that it strives to strike between promoting innovation and fostering competition.
Recent phenomena, most importantly the meteoric rise of the patent assertion entity (“PAE”), have
disrupted that balance. PAEs do not invent, manufacture, or sell any product. Many of them do noth1 The parties have consented to the filing of this brief. No
counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or in part, and
no such counsel or a party made a monetary contribution
intended to fund the preparation or submission of this brief.
No person other than amicus curiae, its members, or its counsel
made a monetary contribution to its preparation or submission.
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ing more than acquire vague patents, and then use
litigation or the threat of litigation to negotiate royalties that are far larger than what the patents warrant. The patent assertion industry has exploded
over the past decade.
Apple is the firm most targeted by PAEs. Over
the last three years alone, Apple has faced a PAE’s
allegations of patent infringement in 92 separate
matters. 57 of these cases have been resolved. Apple has rarely lost on the merits. But victory figures
as small consolation, because in every one of these
cases, Apple has been forced to bear its legal fees.
This reality is the lifeblood of the patent assertion
industry, because the threat of fees often forces an
undeserved settlement. Indeed, the opening line of
many negotiations is some form of, “What we’re asking for is less than it will cost you to litigate this case
to judgment.” It should come as no surprise, then,
that despite its success in litigating the merits, for
business purposes Apple has agreed to a settlement
in 51 of the 57 closed cases. The remaining 6 cases
are either outright victories or instances in which
the plaintiff voluntarily walked away from its suit
before judgment.2 Each of these cases involved a
significant investment of fees and effort by Apple.
2 Except where otherwise noted, the Apple-specific
statistics contained in this brief are drawn from internal Apple
records, and have been verified against data provided by
PatentFreedom, a third-party consultancy that focuses on nonpracticing entities. See PatentFreedom, http://www.patent
freedom.com/about (last visited Dec. 9, 2013). Apple also
commissioned PatentFreedom to produce a statistical report on
certain global PAE statistics for purposes of this brief. That
report is cited herein as PatentFreedom PAE Study.
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And the litigation statistics are just the tip of the
iceberg. For every case that gets to court, Apple receives dozens of royalty demand letters.
These two cases present the Court with an opportunity to help address the growing PAE problem.
By statute, district courts may award fees in “exceptional” cases. 35 U.S.C. § 285. But under the current Federal Circuit framework, courts may award
fees to a prevailing patent defendant only if “there
has been some material inappropriate conduct related to the matter in litigation” or, alternatively, “if
both (1) the litigation is brought in subjective bad
faith, and (2) the litigation is objectively baseless.”
Brooks Furniture Mfg., Inc. v. Dutailier Int’l, Inc.,
393 F.3d 1378, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Experience
has shown that few district courts award fees under
this demanding rubric.
This Court should make clear that district courts
have the authority in exceptional cases to award attorney’s fees to the defendant. A real threat of fee
shifting would take away PAEs’ biggest bargaining
chip.
It would encourage more thorough preassertion investigations and discourage weak claims.
It would embolden operating companies to challenge
frivolous claims in court instead of capitulating in
terrorem. And it would keep those PAEs that contribute nothing to the patent market from taxing the
returns of innovators.
BACKGROUND
Section 285 of the Patent Act provides that “[t]he
court in exceptional cases may award reasonable at-
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torney fees to the prevailing party.” 35 U.S.C. § 285.
Both Highmark Inc. v. Allcare Health Management,
Inc. and Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness, Inc. present important questions as to how this
provision should be applied. But they are creatures
of very different contexts, and these contextual distinctions highlight an important new reality in patent litigation.
Highmark is representative of a troubling trend.
Allcare Health Management, Inc. (“Allcare”) is a socalled “patent assertion entity,” or “PAE.” Allcare
did not invent the “health management system”
software disclosed in the vague patent at issue here.
It is not interested in making anything with the
technology either. It seeks only to use the patent,
acquired from the inventor for $75,000, to extract
exorbitant royalties. And like most PAEs, Allcare
has one move: It threatens litigation.
In April 2002, Allcare wrote Highmark Inc.
(“Highmark”), a health services provider, claiming
that Highmark was infringing its patent. Highmark, Pet. App. 45a. This and subsequent dispatches urged Highmark to purchase a license, and raised
the potential for litigation. Id. One such letter, in
December 2002, not only proclaimed Allcare’s intention to seek “substantial damages,” but also noted
that another entity had already racked up $2 million
in legal fees defending itself against Allcare’s claims
of infringement. Id. at 46a.
Allcare made good on its threats, and then some.
The parties litigated for five years, and Highmark
spent over $4.5 million in legal fees before finally
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winning summary judgment. All this even though
the suit never should have happened—Allcare’s allegations of infringement were meritless from the
start. The district court found as much in its memorandum and order granting Highmark’s motion for
attorney’s fees under § 285. “Allcare had not done
its homework when it began trolling for dollars and
threatening litigation,” id. at 69a; it had “persisted
in its infringement allegations” even after they “were
shown to be without support by its own expert report
and deposition testimony,” id. at 78a; and it had engaged in “frivolous and vexatious tactics,” id. at 82a,
“needlessly prolonging th[e] litigation and increasing
its costs,” id. at 90a.
Cases like this—baseless suits initiated and
dragged out by PAEs—have become commonplace.
As long as those targeted by unscrupulous PAEs
have little hope of recovering their legal fees once
litigation has ended, PAEs get their way win or lose.
It is extortion: This is what it cost the last firm that
was too proud to pay up.
Octane, on the other hand, arises from a more
traditional context. Both ICON Health & Fitness,
Inc. (“ICON”) and Octane Fitness, LLC (“Octane”)
are “operating companies”—they make things and
sell them. ICON and Octane are competitors in the
market for exercise equipment. ICON is a market
leader in this arena, and it owns a portfolio of related patents. It brought suit against Octane to enforce
two such patents, alleging that Octane’s elliptical
machines infringed. Octane is not about claiming an
undeserved share of another firm’s profits; it is about
protecting a competitive advantage.
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ICON’s conduct was different, too, especially
when understood in the context of litigation between
competitors. There is no indication that ICON, itself
an inventor, failed to conduct a proper pre-suit examination, like Allcare failed to do in Highmark.
And although ICON was not practicing the particular patents at issue in the suit, no judge ever found
that it took positions that lacked objective support,
let alone clung to them after it became clear that it
could not prevail. In both Highmark and Octane, patent-owners litigated and lost. But the similarities
between ICON and Allcare, from motivations to conduct, soup to nuts, may well end there.
In Highmark and Octane, the Federal Circuit
concluded that the case was not “exceptional” within
the meaning of § 285, leaving the alleged infringers
to bear their own fees. Apple takes no position as to
the correctness of these conclusions. But the standard the Federal Circuit applied to reach these determinations is insensitive to an important new
reality in patent litigation. “An industry has developed in which firms use patents not as a basis for
producing and selling goods but, instead, primarily
for obtaining licensing fees.”
eBay Inc. v.
MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388, 396 (2006)
(Kennedy, J., concurring). It is, in large part, an industry that subsists on demands in terrorem, not
technological innovation. These cases present an
ideal opportunity to acknowledge this reality and to
announce a test that is sensitive to its implications.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Section 285 of the Patent Act grants federal district courts the discretion to award attorney’s fees to
the prevailing party in “exceptional” cases.
35 U.S.C. § 285. Much like the fee-shifting provisions applicable to Copyright and Trademark cases,
§ 285 was meant in part to discourage weak cases
and to act as a bulwark against extortionate filings.
Never before has this protection been so urgently
needed, as the patent world has struggled to cope
with the rise of a legion of patent assertion entities
that thrives on strike suits, nuisance suits, and in
terrorem demands. But the Federal Circuit’s exceptional case standard has proved nearly impossible to
satisfy, squandering § 285’s potential benefits. This
Court should replace the Federal Circuit’s current
standard with one that takes account of the business
models and motivations of the parties, the merits of
the suit, and the parties’ conduct during litigation.
I. The growth of the patent assertion industry
over the past decade has been startling. Most patent
litigation is now initiated by PAEs. And for every
suit that is actually filed, PAEs make many more
demands. Operating companies spend vast sums investigating PAEs’ allegations of infringement, negotiating settlements, and litigating claims. PAEs do
not invent, develop, or make anything, but their impact on the tech industry is profound.
On the whole, the PAE story has not been a happy episode for patent law. This is not to say that all
PAEs are bad. Some PAEs may help spur innovation by identifying and buying underutilized inven-
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tions, and licensing their use to those who can best
maximize their value. Others might hold highly
valuable patents licensed to major operating companies, and protect those companies’ competitive advantage by enforcing the patents against infringers.
But most PAEs instead practice the dark arts of in
terrorem profiteering, threatening nuisance suits or
strike suits to obtain royalties. These PAEs use the
expense of patent litigation as a bargaining chip to
obtain royalties that are grossly disproportionate to
the actual value of the rights they transfer.
This behavior is harming innovation. Needless
to say, money spent on undeserved royalties or unnecessary litigation would be far better spent on innovation. By and large, PAEs are simply skimming
the profits of innovative companies without themselves contributing anything to technological innovation.
II. This Court should adopt an exceptional case
standard that focuses on the nature and motivations
of the parties to the litigation, the merits of the parties’ positions, and the parties’ conduct during litigation.
The traditional rule in American litigation is that
each party bears its own litigation costs. But Congress has altered this rule in several contexts in order to serve substantive goals or eliminate perverse
incentives. Section 285 is a child of this tradition.
Congress recognized that the immense cost of patent
litigation could be used as a bargaining chip to extract exorbitant and unjustified settlements. It enacted § 285 in part as a corrective to this potential
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concern. Section 285 must be understood in light of
these goals: discouraging weak claims and ensuring
that the expense of patent litigation is not used as a
bargaining chip to extort settlements.
To this end, § 285 should account for a host of
factors relevant to a particular litigation. These include the nature of the parties, the motivations underlying the parties’ positions, the objective merit of
both the parties’ claims and the particular arguments advanced in court, and the parties’ conduct.
Such a test will discourage nuisance suits and strike
suits. It will prevent patent-holders from using the
cost of patent litigation as a bargaining chip to obtain more than their fair share. And it will ensure
that patent litigation is used to further the patent
law’s goal of encouraging progress in the useful arts.
ARGUMENT
I.

PATENT ASSERTION ENTITIES ARE
THRIVING AT THE EXPENSE OF INNOVATORS

The patent assertion industry is booming. Patent assertion is not necessarily a bad thing, at least
not in the abstract. Entities that specialize in identifying valuable inventions, and licensing or protecting
patents in them, can in theory be a boon to innovation. But the reality of the boom is not so rosy. The
risk and expense of patent litigation creates opportunities for extortionate behavior, and many PAEs
have leapt at the chance to take more than their fair
share. Worse still, the targets of these in terrorem
tactics are often the most successful innovators in
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American industry. PAEs have become a drag on
technological innovation, inflicting billions of dollars
in deadweight losses every year.
A. Patent Assertion Entities Are Thriving
PAEs are a type of “non-practicing entity,” or
“NPE.” There are now more than 250 PAEs like
Allcare actively acquiring patents, penning demand
letters, and filing lawsuits in federal court.
PatentFreedom PAE Study. What separates PAEs
from other types of NPEs—like research and development shops, individual inventors, or universities—
is that PAEs generally assert only patents acquired
from others, not patents that were originally assigned to them. See Federal Trade Commission, The
Evolving IP Marketplace, at 8 & n.5 (2011). In other
words, they neither invent nor produce. They exist
only to generate royalties.
Entities that acquire patent rights for the sole
purpose of obtaining royalties are nothing new. See
Robert P. Merges, The Trouble with Trolls: Innovation, Rent-Seeking, and Patent Law Reform, 24
Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1583, 1592-96 (2009). But over
the past decade, the patent assertion business has
exploded. See James Bessen & Michael J. Meurer,
The Direct Costs from NPE Disputes, 99 Cornell L.
Rev. (forthcoming 2014) (manuscript at 5, 29), available
at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?
abstract_id=2091210.
So far in 2013, PAEs alleged patent infringement
against
a
staggering
2,873
defendants.
PatentFreedom PAE Study. If the filings keep apace,
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the industry will break 2011’s record mark of 3,103.
Id. PAE litigation is also rapidly becoming the dominant feature of the patent landscape. In 2008, 17
percent of all defendants accused of patent infringement were accused by PAEs. Id. By 2010, the number was 33 percent, and it grew to 37 percent in
2012. Id. It is up once again this year: 43 percent of
all defendants face PAEs. Id. To be sure, we are in
the midst of a well-documented boom in patent litigation. But the above statistics suggest that the explosion of PAE suits is not merely a function of the
boom. PAEs are the boom.
Little wonder, then, that the biggest players in
the PAE game are now the most prolific filers in all
of patent litigation. In a study of 500 patent suits
filed between 2007 and 2011, four of the five most
frequent filers were PAEs. (The exception is a
pharmaceutical company.)
Sara Jeruss, Robin
Feldman & Joshua Walker, The America Invents Act
500: Effects of Patent Monetization Entities on U.S.
Litigation, 11 Duke L. & Tech. Rev. 357, 382 (2012).
Some of the big names:


Acacia Research Corporation, a publiclytraded company that asserts its hundreds of
patent portfolios through an army of subsidiaries. Acacia’s market capitalization grew
from just $62 million in November 2008 to
$2.12 billion in March of 2012, but it is prone
to the sorts of wild fluctuations one would expect of a firm whose fortunes turn exclusively
on threats and strike litigation. Acacia Research Historical Market Cap Data, YCharts,
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http://ycharts.com/companies/ACTG/market_c
ap (last visited Dec. 9, 2013).


ArrivalStar S.A., a Luxembourg-based PAE
that regularly alleges infringement of its vehicle tracking patents, but devoutly avoids litigating the merits. Joe Mullin, Patent Troll
Backs Down, Agrees to Stop Suing Public
Transit Agencies, Ars Technica (Aug. 21,
2013), http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/
08/patent-troll-backs-down-agrees-to-stop-suingpublic-transit-agencies.
ArrivalStar made
news this year by targeting municipal public
transportation agencies, ultimately relenting
when the American Public Transit Association
sued to invalidate ArrivalStar’s patents. Id.



Guardian Media Technologies, Ltd., a PAE
founded by a former patent lawyer. Nintendo’s Motion for Attorneys’ Fees, at 1-2, Guardian Media Techs., Ltd. v. Coby Elecs. Corp.,
No. 08-cv-8439 (C.D. Cal. June 29, 2009), ECF
No. 218. Guardian is fond of asserting its two
parental control patents against dozens of defendants at a time, but it too has become expert at avoiding the merits. Id.

These three alone have sued hundreds of defendants
over the last decade.
In point of fact, the run of PAE litigation is two
things: short on merit and expensive to defend
against. In cases resolved on the merits in the last
decade, PAEs obtained favorable results in just one
out of every five. PatentFreedom PAE Study; see al-
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so PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2012 Patent Litigation
Study, at 12, http://www.pwc.com/en_US/us/forensicservices/publications/assets/2012-patent-litigationstudy.pdf (finding that NPEs obtained favorable results in 24% of cases between 2006-2011, a success
rate 13% lower than that of operating companies
during the same period). But the cases’ relative lack
of merit hardly makes them less costly to litigate.
“Mean legal costs per defense range from $420,000
for small/medium companies to $1.52 million for
large companies.” Bessen & Meurer, supra, at 14.
And the more that is at stake, the higher the costs.
Major innovators like Apple often face suits in which
more than $10 million is at risk—legal bills for these
sorts of suits routinely run $3 to $4 million or more.
See American Intellectual Property Law Association,
Report of the Economic Survey, 2013, at 35 (2013).
As startling as the above data are, just tallying
up the litigation stats understates PAEs’ impact.
Litigation is usually a last resort. The leading edge
of a patent assertion is most often a simple demand
letter. See id.; Jeruss, Feldman & Walker, supra, at
374-75. “For every defendant that is actually sued,
many more demands are made.” Colleen V. Chien,
Of Trolls, Davids, Goliaths, and Kings: Narratives
and Evidence in the Litigation of High Tech Patents,
87 N.C. L. Rev. 1571, 1579 (2009) [hereinafter Chien,
Litigation of High Tech Patents]. “Conservative estimates place the number of threats in the last year
alone at a minimum of 60,000 and more likely at
over 100,000.” President’s Council of Econ. Advisors,
Nat’l Econ. Council, Office of Sci. & Tech. Policy, Patent Assertion and U.S. Innovation 6 (2013), available
at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/
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files/docs/patent_report.pdf [hereinafter Patent Assertion and U.S. Innovation]. Simply reviewing and
responding to these demands can be a costly ledger
item, even if a suit is never filed.
Both Congress and the President have taken note
of this new reality. See Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29, § 34, 125 Stat. 284,
340 (2011) (directing U.S. Government Accountability Office to “conduct a study of the consequences of
litigation by non-practicing entities, or by patent assertion entities”); U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office,
GAO-13-465, Intellectual Property: Assessing Factors That Affect Patent Infringement Litigation
Could Help Improve Patent Quality (2013) [hereinafter GAO Report]; Patent Assertion and U.S. Innovation, supra. The phenomenon has received heavy
scholarly attention as well. Something huge is happening. The rise of the PAE presents new and fundamental challenges for the patent world.
B. Most Patent Assertion Entities Are Profiteers That File Strike Suits and Nuisance Suits to Obtain Undeserved
Royalties From Innovators
Because PAEs do not use their patents to make
and sell things, the only way they can profit is by
turning them into streams of income. Judging by
their astounding growth over the past decade, they
are succeeding. But profits do not necessarily mean
social value. And the evidence suggests that PAEs
are growing for all the wrong reasons.
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Patent law seeks to maximize the social good by
incentivizing technological innovation. Atl. Works v.
Brady, 107 U.S. 192, 200 (1883) (“The design of the
patent laws is to reward those who make some substantial discovery or invention, which adds to our
knowledge and makes a step in advance in the useful
arts.”). There is nothing inherent in the concept of a
PAE that undermines this goal. Indeed, some PAEs
help. Some PAEs engage in a “form of arbitrage,”
working to identify or develop valuable patents, purchasing them from inventors without the resources
or expertise to deploy them, and licensing them at a
fair price to firms that can bring them to market.
Merges, supra, at 1588. Other PAEs hold valuable
patents licensed to major operating companies, asserting those patents against infringers in order to
protect licensees’ investment. These PAEs facilitate
competition in bringing innovative technology to
market. No problem as far as the goals of patent law
are concerned.
But most PAEs hoe a different row. Certain aspects of the patent system create opportunities for
patent-holders “to bargain for compensation far beyond the value of the right.” Robin C. Feldman, Intellectual Property Wrongs, 18 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin.
250, 253 (2013). No bargaining chip is more valuable than the “lack of a quick and reasonably priced
method for resolving disputes regarding the boundaries of the rights,” id. at 258—in other words, the
enormous cost of patent litigation. And altogether
too many PAEs are in the business of leveraging this
feature of patent litigation “to capture not just the
value of what they contributed to an invention, but
also a disproportionate share of somebody else’s
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product.” Mark A. Lemley, Are Universities Patent
Trolls?, 18(3) Fordham Intell. Prop. Media & Ent.
L.J. 611, 613-14 (2008). Economists call this rent
seeking. Securities lawyers call it strike litigation.
The most appropriate label might be extortion.
Allcare illustrates how PAEs have reduced this
profiteering to a science. To begin with, their very
defining feature—that they do not practice their patents—is an adaptation meant to tilt the bargaining
table. For operating companies, the risk of a countersuit factors heavily into the decision whether to
file suit against a competitor. But an entity that
never makes anything can never be counter-sued.
Bessen & Meurer, supra, at 29. This means PAEs
have less at stake during litigation than the operating companies they target, and far lower discovery
costs. Id. Their greater tolerance for drawn-out litigation makes PAEs’ in terrorem demands all the
more credible.
PAEs then amplify this advantage through two
primary strategies. Some are volume scorers. These
PAEs live in the “gap between what is truly innovative and what is permissibly patented and asserted.”
Merges, supra, at 1589. They buy up weak or vague
patents and assert them against dozens of operating
companies. See Bessen & Meurer, supra, at 8, 20.
Because the patents are of low quality, the PAEs are
often “willing to settle for small payments, often no
more than the amount a defendant would spend on
legal fees to defend the case.” Id. But “[i]f a fraction
of these attempts succeed, a revenue stream can be
developed without resort to litigation.” Chien, Litigation of High Tech Patents, supra, at 1580.
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And avoid litigation they do, assiduously. Often
they perform what one scholar has dubbed “The
Dance of the Sugar Plum Letter,” a method of “enter[ing] license negotiations without putting the patent at risk.” Robin Feldman, Rethinking Patent
Law 56-57 (2012). The idea is to craft a demand letter just gentle enough to avoid giving rise to a litigable controversy and hence a declaratory judgment
suit in a potentially unfriendly forum. Id. As long
as the PAE can avoid litigating the patent, it can assert it over and over again for the cost of a demand
letter’s postage stamp. Or perhaps the next filing
fee—some PAEs, as Apple can attest, have been
known to voluntarily dismiss suits after adverse rulings, only to pursue identical claims in another forum.
Indeed, Apple deals with these sorts of entities
constantly.
At present, 228 patent assertions
against Apple remain unresolved. Some of the demand letters Apple receives specify the allegedly infringed patent, and some do not. Some of them
articulate a claim construction under which an Apple product might infringe, but most do not. All of
them, no matter how vague or fanciful they are otherwise, invoke loud and clear the patent owner’s
right to exclude others from use of the technology
disclosed in the patent. And none ever fails to invite
Apple to purchase a license. Two attorneys at Apple spend all of their time researching these letters’
claims and drafting responses. Some inevitably result in licensing agreements, even though the technology in many of the patents may be of no real use
to Apple.
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The other model popular among PAEs is to stalk
“big game.” Bessen & Meurer, supra, at 20. PAEs
“have a reputation for surprising their targets, typically mature companies that have already developed
and sold allegedly infringing products.” Chien, Litigation of High Tech Patents, supra, at 1579. The
idea is to ambush the company after it has sunk
costs into a technology. See Merges, supra, at 159091. “Even if [the company] could quite easily have
avoided infringing the patent if [it] had been aware
of it before making the decision to choose this technology,” its sunk costs “drive the licensing settlement value to a percentage that is much greater
than it would be in a system in which we calculated
the value that the inventor had actually contributed
to the product.” Mark A. Lemley, Ten Things to Do
About Patent Holdup of Standards, 48 B.C. L. Rev.
149, 154 (2007).
The big-game PAE’s favorite target has two
things in common: innovative, high-tech products
and large profits. “[A] typical smartphone,” say, “uses from 50,000 to 250,000 patented technologies.”
GAO Report, supra, at 31. This makes searching for
potentially relevant patents before development extremely difficult, and it makes the threat of litigation even more daunting because just a handful of
assertions can imperil the entire product. Put simply, the most successful firms have the most to give
and the most to lose, so a PAE’s bargaining power is
at its apex. The list of non-practicing entities’ most
popular targets reads like a who’s-who of the giants
of the tech industry. PatentFreedom, Most Pursued
Companies,
http://www.patentfreedom.com/about-
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npes/pursued (last visited Dec. 9, 2013). And again,
Apple is at the top of the hit list. Id.
Whatever the model or the size of the target,
though, the ultimatum is the same: pay royalties or
pay legal fees. “Given the costs of litigating infringement suits, the uncertainty of the outcome,
and the potential for outsized judgment awards,
companies frequently capitulate to a [PAE]’s demands, rather than face the ordeal of trial.” Jeruss,
Feldman & Walker, supra, at 375. When PAEs are
forced to litigate, they tend to lose, but not before
imposing a price tag for legal fees that will play perfectly in the next demand letter, or gaining enough
information during discovery to form the basis for
the next extortionate suit. This heads-I-win-tailsyou-lose scenario is why PAEs have been so successful.
This is hardly idle speculation—the relative modesty of PAE activity internationally bears it out.
Apple has considerable experience litigating in European countries, for example, but it faces almost no
PAE litigation outside of the United States. Recent
empirical research has confirmed that PAEs are a
comparatively insignificant feature of the patent
landscape in the United Kingdom, Germany, and Italy. See Christian Helmers and Luke McDonagh,
Trolls at the High Court? (London School of Econ.,
Working
Paper
13,
2012),
available
at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2154958; Stefania Fusco,
Markets and Patents Enforcement: A Comparative
Investigation of Non-Practicing Entities in the US
and Europe, 19 Michigan Telecomm. & Tech. L. Rev.
(forthcoming 2013). What do all these European
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countries have in common? They each follow the
“loser pays” rule—sometimes called the “British
rule”—for attorney’s fees. Anna Mayergoyz, Lessons
from Europe on How to Tame U.S. Patent Trolls, 42
Cornell Int’l L.J. 241, 265-67 (2009). As many have
recognized, it is not a coincidence that a system in
which a PAE cannot make a credible threat of huge
litigation costs is a system in which a PAE cannot
succeed. See id.; Helmers & McDonagh, supra, at
19.
But back here in the United States, Apple and
other innovative companies are incurring enormous
costs defending against baseless claims brought by
entities that exist to use litigation as a bargaining
chip. See Bessen & Meurer, supra, at 3 (estimating
that non-practicing entities imposed costs of $29 billion in 2011). Apple has no choice but to pay its bill
if it wants to continue to innovate. As Apple’s CEO
put it, “It’s overhead.” Apple can no easier avoid the
costs of PAE litigation than it can avoid the costs of
keeping the lights on in its Cupertino, California
headquarters.
The bottom line is that while some PAEs might
serve useful functions in the patent market, most
plainly do not. Most are interested only in abusing
the patent system to collect more than their share.
And litigation fees are the linchpin. PAEs have proliferated over the past decade because they have succeeded time and time again in imposing massive
litigation fees on their targets, boosting each time
the credibility of their threats. The federal courts’
demonstrated reluctance to shift these fees onto
PAEs has emboldened them to bring ever more liti-
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gation. This dynamic is undermining the goals of
patent law and inflicting serious harm on the economy.
II. COURTS SHOULD CONSIDER A BROAD
ARRAY OF FACTORS WHEN EVALUATING
MOTIONS FOR ATTORNEY’S FEES
In Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc., 510 U.S. 517 (1994),
this Court considered the fee-shifting provision that
applies in copyright cases, 17 U.S.C. § 505. Under
§ 505, “the court may … award a reasonable attorney’s fee to the prevailing party.” When applying
this provision, the Court explained, “[p]revailing
plaintiffs and prevailing defendants are to be treated
alike.” Fogerty, 510 U.S. at 534. The Court then endorsed a set of factors for use by lower courts in
evaluating whether attorney’s fees should ultimately
be awarded in a given case. Those factors include
“frivolousness, motivation, objective unreasonableness (both in the factual and in the legal components
of the case) and the need in particular circumstances
to advance considerations of compensation and deterrence.” Id. at 534 n.19.
In Nightingale Home Healthcare v. Anodyne
Therapy, 626 F.3d 958 (7th Cir. 2010), Judge Richard Posner explored the Lanham Act’s fee-shifting
provision, 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a). Section 1117(a) provides that “the court in exceptional cases may award
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party.”
Driving Judge Posner’s analysis of this “exceptional
case” standard was potential “use [of] the Lanham
Act for strategic purposes”—in other words, to effectuate goals “independent of the outcome of the case
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by piling litigation costs on a competitor.” Nightingale Home Healthcare, 626 F.3d at 962. To meet this
concern, he concluded, § 1117(a) mandates fee shifting where a prevailing party “can show that his opponent’s claim or defense … was extortionate in
character.” Id. at 965.
Section 285 is animated by many of the same
principles recognized in Fogerty and Nightingale. As
this Court explained in Fogerty, the fee shifting
statutes in the patent, trademark, and copyright law
are “closely related.” Id. at 525 n.12. Indeed, the
text of § 285 is virtually identical to that of its Lanham Act counterpart. And although its counterpart
in the copyright context does not include the “exceptional case” language, § 285’s drafting history indicates that § 285 was initially identical to the
copyright provision, and the “exceptional case” language was adopted only “to express the intention of
the old statute as shown by its legislative history
and as interpreted by the courts.” P.J. Federico,
Commentary on the New Patent Act, 75 J. Pat. &
Trademark Off. Soc’y 161, 216 (1993) (reprinted from
35 U.S.C.A. §§ 1, et seq., Commentary (West 1954)).
All three provisions serve the same objectives, and
are meant to do so in the same manner.
Section 285 should, just like the Fogerty factors,
account for the nature of the litigants in a particular
case, their motivations, the merits of their positions,
and their conduct during litigation. Courts should
view these factors as interrelated, and apply them
with an eye towards discouraging extortionate litigation. And the same inquiry should be applied to
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plaintiffs and defendants alike. This test will best
serve the goals of patent law.
A. The Test for Fee Shifting Should Take
Into Account the Nature and Motivations of the Parties
Under the so-called “American rule,” “the prevailing litigant is ordinarily not entitled to collect a
reasonable attorneys’ fee from the loser.” Alyeska
Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc’y, 421 U.S. 240,
245-47 (1975). While this arrangement is the accepted norm in much of American litigation, Congress has enacted hundreds of statutes that create
fee shifting regimes that deviate from the rule.
Kenneth W. Starr, The Shifting Panorama of Attorneys’ Fees Awards: The Expansion of Fee Recoveries
in Federal Court, 28 S. Tex. L. Rev. 189, 195 (1986).
Many of these statutory exceptions are designed
to combat the possibility that a rule requiring each
party to bear his, her, or its fees “may function as a
‘legalized form of blackmail’ that encourages frivolous claims and adds to the congestion of courts.”
Jane P. Mallor, Punitive Attorneys’ Fees for Abuses of
the Judicial System, 61 N.C. L. Rev. 613, 617 (1983).
The worry is that the American rule could create a
dynamic where “a defendant might choose not to
challenge a disputed claim, or even a groundless
claim, if the costs of defending the claim would exceed the plaintiff’s demands.” Id. Under these conditions, “even if a plaintiff is unwilling to go to trial,
it is still profitable for the plaintiff to file a pure nuisance claim whenever the plaintiff’s cost of filing is
less than the defendant’s cost of defense.” Emily H.
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Chen, Making Abusers Pay: Deterring Patent Litigation by Shifting Attorneys’ Fees, 28 Berkeley Tech. L.
J. 351, 359 (2013). If this sounds familiar, it is probably because this is very calculus that motivates
many PAEs, described earlier.
Of course, it follows from the above that the effect of a fee system that includes a “substantial likelihood of fee shifting against losing plaintiffs ...
should be to discourage pursuit of weak claims”
brought for improper purposes. Thomas D. Rowe,
Jr., Predicting the Effects of Attorney Fee Shifting, 47
Law & Contemp. Probs. 139, 152 (1984). This is one
of the things § 285 was enacted to do. See S. Rep.
No. 79-1503, at 2 (1946) (explaining that § 285 “enable[s] the court to prevent a gross injustice to the infringer”). It must take account of motivations like
those driving PAEs in order to have its intended effect.
A party’s motivations in litigation may not be
readily apparent in every case, but in some it is all
too obvious. In Highmark, for instance, Allcare used
the explicit threat of exorbitant litigation costs from
the get-go to gain the upper hand. It had conducted
no pre-suit investigation, so its litigation cannot possibly have been motivated by the bona fide desire to
protect its patent rights. And even after its position
was exposed as wholly untenable, Allcare persisted,
a decision that can be explained only as an attempt
to run up its opponent’s costs. Highmark has all the
markings of a case in which one party litigated purely for what Judge Posner called “strategic purposes.”
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Another prime example is Apple’s litigation
against a PAE called Openwave Systems Inc. In the
fall of 2011, Openwave filed complaints against Apple and Research in Motion Corp. (maker of the
Blackberry line of mobile devices) before both the
United States International Trade Commission and
a federal district court in the District of Delaware.
See In re Certain Devices for Mobile Data Commc’n,
337-TA-809 (I.T.C.); Openwave Sys. Inc. v. Apple
Inc., 11-cv-765 (D. Del.). Both suits alleged infringement of the same five Openwave-owned patents. The district court action was stayed while the
ITC action proceeded through discovery, a Markman
hearing, and an Administrative Law Judge’s claim
construction. Claim construction did not go well for
Openwave. With the writing on the wall, it withdrew its complaint and moved for termination of the
ITC investigation in October 2012—just five days
before trial—and the ITC granted the motion. See In
re Certain Devices for Mobile Data Commc’n, 337TA-809, Order No. 60 (I.T.C. Oct. 12, 2012).
But then Openwave (which by this time had
changed its name to Unwired Planet) took a mulligan. It headed back to federal court in Delaware,
filing an amended complaint that narrowed its focus
to three of the initial five patents. First Amended
Compl., Openwave Sys. Inc. v. Apple Inc., 11-cv-765
(D. Del. Jan. 2, 2013), ECF No. 11. Apple moved to
dismiss the complaint, but the district court permitted Unwired Planet to amend again, and the case
barreled on. Second Amended Compl., Openwave
Sys. Inc. v. Apple Inc., 11-cv-765 (D. Del. June 28,
2013), ECF No. 32. Between the ITC and the district
court, Apple has had to respond to five claim con-
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struction briefs. A second Markman hearing was
held on November 25, 2013. Exceptional indeed.
A party’s business model, understood through its
litigation history, can also offer clues as to the party’s motivations. Consider, for example, PAEs like
Guardian Media Technologies or ArrivalStar, discussed above. A search through a patent database
will reveal quite an affinity for filing suit in federal
court, but a mysterious timidity when it comes to litigating the merits. This is not a coincidence. It is
the key tactic in a business model that uses the
courts over and over again not to vindicate rights,
but to extort undeserved settlements.
One would be hard pressed to imagine a more
troubling instantiation of this model than the one
practiced by Lodsys Group, LLC (“Lodsys”). As the
market for mobile devices like the iPhone and iPad
has matured, a community of millions of software
developers has grown up along with it. Brief of Amici Curiae Applications Developers Alliance, et al. at
2, Lodsys, LLC v. Combay, Inc., No. 11-cv-90 (E.D.
Tex. Sep. 19, 103), ECF No. 999. This community
designs and builds “apps”—short for applications—
based in mobile operating systems like Apple’s iOS.
Id. Lodsys burst onto the patent assertion scene in
2011 by firing off a spate of demand letters to app
developers, many of whom are individuals with extremely little revenue, alleging that they were using
software related to “in-app purchasing” that was
covered by a handful of Lodsys-owned patents. Id. at
2-3.
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Lodsys did not send demands to Apple, and even
acknowledged that Apple has a license to the patents. But Apple, interested for obvious reasons in
the health of the app development community,
stepped in anyway. Apple’s Redacted Mot. to Dismiss at 3, Lodsys, LLC v. Combay, Inc., No. 11-cv-90
(E.D. Tex. Sep. 18, 2013), ECF No. 995. First, it explained to Lodsys in plain terms the flaw in its demands: Apple had obtained a license from the prior
owner to use each of Lodsys’s patents, and that license covered app developers too. Id. Nevertheless,
Lodsys brought suit against dozens of developers,
many too small to have the resources to litigate. So
Apple moved to intervene, seeking to place itself and
its license between Lodsys and the developers. But
again, Lodsys scuttled away, settling with each of
the developers for a pittance, thereby mooting Apple’s attempted intervention and avoiding a sure loss
on the merits. See id. at 4; Lodsys, LLC v. Combay,
Inc., No. 11-cv-90, 2013 WL 5353004 (E.D. Tex. Sep.
24, 2013). Lodsys has no compunctions about this
strategy. It will keep moving from developer to developer, leeching whatever royalties it can until a
party with the resources to litigate scares it away.
If ever an entity with this sort of track record is
forced into litigating the merits, a district court
should take account of this in deciding whether to
award fees. Considering this sort of background is
hardly a novel idea. Courts routinely consider “the
litigant’s history of litigation and in particular
whether it entailed vexatious, harassing or duplicative lawsuits” when evaluating whether a particular
lawsuit should result in sanctions. Safir v. U.S.
Lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 19, 24 (2d Cir. 1986). This
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simply reflects the reality that the nature of a party,
as revealed through its litigation history and business model, can provide a window into that party’s
motivations in a particular suit. Cf. Eon-Net LP v.
Flagstar Bancorp, 653 F.3d 1314, 1326 (Fed. Cir.
2011) (noting “indicia of extortion” and “history of
filing nearly identical patent infringement complaints” in affirming exceptional case finding).
Although the nature and motivations of the parties to the litigation should be at the forefront of the
analysis, “bad faith” should not be a requirement.
The “bad faith” hurdle is perhaps the most formidable obstacle to fee recovery. See Colleen V. Chien,
Reforming Software Patents, 50 Hou. L. Rev. 323,
378 (2012) (“[W]hen costs are imposed in only the
case of bad faith, rather than automatically, courts
[are] more loath to make the requisite finding and
rarely order[] the payment of fees.”). As Judge Posner explained in Nightingale:
[A]n elaborate inquiry into the state of
mind of the party from whom reimbursement of attorneys’ fees is sought should
be avoided. It should be enough to justify
the award if the party seeking it can show
that his opponent’s claim or defense was
objectively unreasonable—was a claim or
defense that a rational litigant would
pursue only because it would impose disproportionate costs on his opponent—in
other words only because it was extortionate in character if not necessarily in
provable intention.
That should be
enough to make a case “exceptional.”
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Nightingale Home Healthcare, 626 F.3d at 965 (emphasis added); accord Hartman v. Hallmark Cards,
Inc., 833 F.2d 117, 123 (8th Cir. 1987) (“[A]bsence of
bad faith is not alone determinative on the Lanham
Act fee issue.”). Where it exists, evidence of subjective bad faith should of course not be excluded from
the analysis—no need for a court to ignore plain evidence of misconduct—but the test for fees under this
statutory regime should not hinge upon a prevailing
party’s ability to prove intent, particularly where
federal courts are already vested with the authority
to award fees in cases of bad faith. Cf. Marx v. Gen.
Revenue Corp., 568 U.S. ----, 133 S. Ct. 1166, 1175
(2013) (“[F]ederal courts have inherent power to
award attorney’s fees in a narrow set of circumstances, including when a party brings an action in
bad faith.”).
B. The Test for Fee Shifting Should Take
Into Account the Merits of the Parties’
Positions
The test for fee shifting under § 285 should also,
of course, take into account the merits of the parties’
positions and claims. Courts evaluating the merits
in applying § 285 should consider the overall likelihood of success of the lawsuit, the objective basis
underlying individual claims, and the reasonableness of the actual positions taken during litigation.
Again, Highmark is a case in point. One of
Allcare’s allegations of infringement concerned claim
102 of its health care management system patent.
The preamble of claim 102 explained that the claim
was directed to “[a] method of managing an integrat-
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ed health care management system.” Highmark, Pet.
App. 14a. Elements of the claim then referred back
to the “integrated health care management system”
language. Id. Accordingly, as Allcare initially conceded, and as the Federal Circuit would ultimately
find, the preamble language, under well-settled law,
was itself a claim limitation. See id.
And under this limitation, any reasonable party
would have known that Allcare’s claim was dead on
arrival. Allcare itself had proposed a construction of
“integrated health care management system” that
required the participation of not only health care
providers and insurers, but also of patients and employers. Id. at 15a-16a. Highmark’s allegedly infringing system obviously did not involve patient and
employer interaction. So Highmark’s system could
not be infringing, plain as day. But Allcare nevertheless persisted in arguing against settled law that
the preamble language did not limit claim 102, and
against its own expert’s conclusion that the preamble language required patient and employer interaction with the system. As both the district court and
Federal Circuit found, Allcare’s allegations with respect to claim 102 were utterly and objectively baseless.
Cases like this are hardly rare, as Apple can attest. Take Monec Holding v. Apple Inc. Monec is a
Swiss holding company. It sued Apple in 2009 in the
Eastern District of Virginia without even the courtesy of a demand letter. The complaint alleged that
the Apple iPhone infringed a patent it owned related
to e-book technology. Monec’s counsel made clear
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early on that it would like to resolve the suit quickly
by selling its patent to Apple or licensing its use.
One of the allegations in Monec’s complaint stated that “[t]he Apple iPhone display has dimensions
such that one page of a book can be displayed at a
normal size.” Compl. ¶ 23, Monec Holding AG v.
Apple Inc., 09-CV-312 (E.D. Va. Mar. 23, 2009), ECF
No. 1. Apple’s counsel found this allegation puzzling
in light of the complaint’s concession that the iPhone’s display in fact measures 3.5 inches diagonally.
Id. ¶ 11. Counsel wrote to Monec, requesting an explanation. Monec’s reply did nothing to clarify. It
did not disclose the nature of any pre-suit investigation. Nor did it articulate a claim construction under
which its position might be arguable. It simply reiterated its laughable contention that an iPhone can
display one page of a book at normal size, and, of
course, expressed Monec’s willingness to enter a license agreement. Def.’s Mot. for Fees 2-3 & exh. H,
Monec Holding AG v. Apple Inc. (E.D. Va. Aug. 3,
2009), ECF No. 57.
Apple’s counsel moved for summary judgment,
and the district court granted the motion. The district court remarked that “no person of ordinary understanding of the English language would ever say
this would be normal size.” Hr’g Tr. 7, Monec Holding AG v. Apple Inc. (E.D. Va. Aug. 3, 2009), ECF
No. 57-3. Apple then moved for fees under § 285,
contending that Monec had failed to conduct a presuit investigation, had taken an objectively baseless
position, and had persisted in its claims after it became obvious that they lacked merit. The district
court denied the motion from the bench.
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All cases are not, of course, so painlessly dispatched. Consider Guardian Media Technologies,
Ltd. v. Coby Electronics Corp. Guardian, as noted
above, is one of the most prolific filers in patent litigation. It filed this suit against thirty-six defendants, including Apple, in December 2008. Guardian
alleged that each infringed its patented parental
video control technology. Most defendants, Apple
included, settled out of court. Guardian had demonstrated its litigiousness over the years. As tough a
pill as a settlement can be to swallow, it tends to be
more palatable than years of litigation.
But one defendant, Nintendo of America, Inc.
(“Nintendo”), decided to litigate. Nintendo explained
to Guardian that the Wii video game console, the allegedly infringing product, did not even play video.
How could it infringe a technology related to video
playback? Guardian pressed ahead anyway, apparently on the strength of its contention that a video
game is also a video program. It lost, of course. But
not before Nintendo’s counsel spent 622 hours defending against Guardian’s baseless claims, running
a bill of $309,442.50. The district denied Nintendo’s
motion for fees.
Monec and Guardian go down in the books as
just a couple more PAE cases, meritless strike suits
seeking undeserved royalties. There are plenty more
just like it. A suit alleging that every single Apple
touch-screen device infringes a patent on technology
that has been used exactly twice in museum displays? That one, Flatworld Interactives, LLC v. Apple Inc., 12-cv-1956 (N.D. Cal.), crawls through
discovery. Chris Foresman, Every Touch-Based Ap-
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ple Product Targeted by Apparent Patent Troll, Ars
Technica
(Apr.
23,
2012),
http://ars
technica.com/apple/2012/04/every-touch-based-appleproduct-targeted-by-apparent-patent-troll/. A single
complaint against fourteen Smartphone makers, alleging that each infringes the same single voicecontrol software patent? Apple and other defendants
managed to have their pieces of that one severed and
transferred to more convenient forums, but each
sliver continues on its own. See Order Granting Apple’s Motion to Sever, Potter Voice Techs. v. Apple,
Inc., 13-cv-1710 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 29, 2013), ECF No.
319. And as long as the targets of all of these suits
must bear their fees, the Monecs, Guardians,
Flatworlds, and Potters of the world have every incentive to try again and again.
C. The Test for Fee Shifting Should Take
Into Account Litigation Conduct
In addition to addressing these considerations,
the test for identifying what is “exceptional” should
take account of the entire array of relevant conduct
including, where applicable, a patent holder’s prelitigation conduct. Section 285, after all, permits
courts to award fees in “exceptional cases,”
35 U.S.C. § 285 (emphasis added), while Rule 11 or
the federal courts’ inherent authority to impose
sanctions tend to apply more comfortably to discrete
instances of litigation misconduct.
Cf. Lieb v.
Topstone Indus., Inc., 788 F.2d 151, 158 (3d Cir.
1986) (“Rule 11 may be applied to only a small segment of the litigation, but the Copyright Act looks to
the whole of the case.”). Including litigation conduct
in the mix of relevant factors under § 285 will deter
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the use of sharp and evasive tactics that prolong litigation for purely strategic purposes.
Allcare’s conduct with respect to the other claim
at issue in Highmark, claim 52, illustrates this.
Claim 52 contained an element that required “entering … data symbolic of patent symptoms for tentatively identifying a proposed mode of treatment.” Id.
at 19a. The district court concluded that this limitation covered only a system where a user enters in a
patient’s symptoms, and the system automatically
returns the most likely diagnosis and a list of proposed treatments. Id. at 19a-20a. Because Highmark’s system involved the user manually entering
not only symptoms, but also possible diagnoses and
treatments, it could not possibly infringe. Id.
Ultimately the Federal Circuit agreed wholeheartedly with the district court’s decision on the
merits, but it disagreed as to the appropriateness of
fees. Id. at 19a. The panel majority accepted
Allcare’s argument, advanced for the first time on
appeal, that a second possible embodiment of its system might plausibly entail a user manually entering
symptoms, diagnoses, and treatments, like Highmark’s system. Id. at 20a. Applying the requirement that the losing party’s position be “objectively
unreasonable”—not just unreasonable as argued by
the losing party—the panel majority reversed.
The objective reasonableness of a party’s infringement allegations are of course an important
piece of the analysis under § 285. But a test that
treats it as a necessary condition in all cases fails to
capture the real story in cases like this one.
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Allcare did not advance the argument the Federal Circuit ultimately relied upon before the district
court. In other words, it was not itself able to articulate a reasonable justification for maintaining its infringement allegations. Even if it had, though, its
own expert conceded as early as June 29, 2007, that
Allcare’s proposed construction of claim 52—the one
that would include entry of symptoms, diagnoses,
and treatments—was untenable. Id. at 73a. Allcare
persisted nonetheless as its expert’s concession was
adopted in the special master’s report, asserted at
summary judgment, and eventually relied upon
when the district court finally granted summary
judgment on August 28, 2008. Id. at 48a, 73a-76a.
Not only that, Allcare kept its suit alive through
evasive tactics, twice shifting its proposed claim construction with respect to claim 52. As the district
court concluded, “Allcare’s conduct was not part of
normal litigation conduct.” Id. at 77a. Allcare had
“continued to pursue meritless allegations as leverage in relation to the opposing party’s contentions.”
Id. at 78a.
Section 285 should recognize an obligation on the
part of litigants not to multiply or prolong litigation
needlessly, engage in unfair or evasive tactics, or
otherwise undermine the integrity of the proceedings. Even where, in theory, some reasonable attorney could believe that a suit has a bare chance of
success on the merits, fees should still be available
where the manifest purpose of the suit, as evidenced
by a party’s motivations, positions, and conduct, is to
extort a settlement. A test that accounts for this
broad set of related factors will better serve the goals
of patent law.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should
adopt a test for determining whether a case brought
under the patent laws is “exceptional” that takes into account the nature and motivations of the parties
to the litigation, the merits of the parties’ positions,
and the parties’ conduct both before and during litigation.
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